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a b s t r a c t

The folding behavior of origami-inspired metamaterials is often described by linear rotational springs
and rigid faces. However, other folding modes and multistability appears when assuming elastic faces,
specially when assuming (non-euclidean) crease patterns in 2D or 3D where a high number of hinges
meet at their vertices. Instead, here we study multistability by exploring the use of non-linear material
behavior implemented as bistable hinges. By drawing a similitude to atomic crystals, we are able to
classify the complex folding behavior that non-linear elastic origami metamaterials undergo, where we
identify transitions from rigid to elastic to amorphous behavior upon increasing the strength of the
bistability. As a result, our study gives a better understanding and provides a tool to control multistable
metamaterials for future applications.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
The ancient art of origami is often used as inspiration for
echanisms that allow a sheet to transform into complex 3D
hapes [1]. These mechanisms are interesting for the design
f morphing structures with a wide range of applications [2,3]
panning from heart stents [4] and intraocular implants [5] to
irbags [6] and solar panel arrays for satellites [7]. The underlying
oldable origami patterns are typically described by a set of
igid faces connected by linear or zero-stiffness rotational springs
i.e. rigid origami), and their folding behavior originates from
he arrangement of the hinges. In this description, deformations
re only allowed by folding a group of hinges through a limited
umber of pathways (i.e. branches). Following such approach,
rigami structures can be designed to become flat foldable [8,
], self-folding [10–12], pluripotent [13] or reconfigurable [14].
onetheless, if the hinges are not assigned with a mountain-
alley configuration, folding an origami pattern from a flat state
o a specific 3D shape is not straightforward as multiple branches
eet at this state [15,16].
When no longer assuming perfect rigidity of the faces (i.e. faces

an stretch or bend) additional degrees of freedom appear that
ould guide the folding behavior of the flat structures. Such
escription, referred to as elastic origami, creates soft modes
long the branches [17], while also supporting deformations
utside of the soft modes. Moreover, reducing the constraints
n the deformations opens up more folding pathways, allowing
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the sheets to reach multiple energy minima (i.e. multistability)
that were hidden in the fully rigid origami description [18,19].
Interestingly, these complex energy landscapes originate from
geometrical features and have been studied for various origami
structures based on prismatic building blocks [17], the square
twist pattern [18], the Miura-ori pattern [20], and the hypar [21],
among others [19,22,23].

Here we introduce multistability in elastic origami by assum-
ing bistable hinge behavior. The goal of this study is to describe
and understand the interactions between these non-linear hinges
in elastic origami and their effect on the self-folding behavior of
initially flat sheets. To extract and classify interesting behaviors
that could result from such interactions, we focus our work on a
relatively simple double-symmetric 4-vertex origami. This design
has previously been described in the rigid origami regime [24,
25] and can be used as a first exploration to study how non-
linearity can select certain stable pathways and states over others.
However, the interaction between the non-linear and the elastic
behavior is not restricted to this model and can potentially occur
in any elastic metamaterial that exhibits pre-stress, e.g., through
local actuation or external loading.

Our findings in this study are mostly obtained using a numer-
ical model that predicts the deformation of the origami-inspired
metamaterial, which we qualitatively validate by performing ex-
periments. In particular, by varying the strength of the bistability,
both numerically and experimentally, we probe the potential be-
havior of the origami-inspired sheets, where we employ analysis
methods used for 2D atomic crystal lattices to identify several

regimes in their behavior, and the corresponding limitations.
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Fig. 1. (a) Energy of the bistable hinge modeled as a symmetric double-well
potential. (b) Experimental realization of a bistable hinge made by connecting
two rigid faces (37 × 37 × 2.5mm PLA) with an elastic hinge (0.5mm thick
nd 4mm wide silicon elastomer) and a pre-stretched spring (tspr thick and
spr long silicon elastomer). (c) The two stable states of the bistable hinge are
haracterized by a folding angle Θ . (d) Relation between the measured average
orque T and hinge angle θ obtained by cyclic loading (five times) of a hinge
ith tspr = 0.5mm and lspr/lflat = 0.82, fitted by our model. The standard
eviation in experiments is indicated by the thickness of the line. Fit of (e) the
est angle Θ and (f) the energy barrier kh for different lspr and tspr , where the
rrorbars are determined from the diagonals of the covariance matrix.

Bistable origami hinges.—Each origami tessellation can be rep-
esented by a set of hinges. To achieve non-linear behavior, each
inge is represented as a rotational spring characterized by a
ymmetric double-well potential energy Eh following

h = kh
(θ2

− Θ2)2

(Θ)4
, (1)

in which θ is the fold angle. We define the energy to be zero at
the rest angles Θ and −Θ , with an energy barrier of kh (Fig. 1a),
making the hinge bistable. Note that the hinge is at the top of
the energy barrier when placed in its flat state, and has equal
probability of folding either way.

Experimentally, such a bistable hinge can be fabricated by
connecting two rigid faces with an elastic hinge [17] and a
pre-stretched spring (Fig. 1b and Supplemental Material: Exper-
iments). Importantly, this hinge has two stable positions cor-
responding to the hinge folding to Θ and −Θ (Fig. 1c). We
characterized a bistable hinge by measuring the relation between
torque and fold angle using a rotational test machine (Supple-
mental Material: Experiments). Fig. 1d shows the average response
of a hinge with tspr = 0.5mm and lspr/lflat = 0.82, where
flat = 34mm is the spring length when the fold angle θ = 0.
ote that we observe two distinct regions in the torque–angle
esponse of the bistable hinge. First, for angles close to zero the
inge behaves as our double-well potential. Second, for larger
ngles the spring no longer contributes to the total energy since
t is no longer stretched. The energy can therefore be described
y only the linear behavior of the silicone elastomer hinge.
Furthermore, the bistable behavior of the hinge can be rela-

ively easily changed by varying the rest length lspr and thickness
spr of the pre-stretched spring. We exemplified these results in
ig. 1e-f by performing additional experiments for a range of lspr,
nd fitting the data to our double-well potential for small angles
Supplemental Material: Experiments).
2

Combining hinges into a single vertex.—To start exploring in-
eractions between multiple hinges, we combine four of these
on-linear hinges into a double-symmetric 4-vertex [24] (Fig. 2a).
hile typically in elastic origami faces can bend and stretch,
ere we only incorporate the stretchability of the faces [17].
his simplifies the model and reduces the degrees of freedom
f the system. We achieve this by constraining the face bending,
ince such deformation could be modeled by using an additional
inge [26], which would change the design of our vertex. More-
ver, we also do not take into account the dynamics during
olding [27], as this would increase the computational require-
ent considerably, and we are mostly interested in the potential
table states that could be reached. Note that this model can no
onger be considered as a thin sheet model that is often used
n origami, however, the face stretching can be interpreted as
wisting and stretching of the hinges in experiments [17,28]. For
he sake of simplicity, we will still refer our system as origami.
he stretching of the faces is modeled by placing linear springs
ith stiffness ks along the edges (Fig. 2a), introducing stretch
nergy Es (Supplemental Material: Simulations). As a result, the
ertex’ elastic energy (E = Eh + Es) depends on two stiffness
arameters ks and kh, and the rest angle Θ . Importantly, the
tiffness parameters can be reduced to a single parameter κ =

h/ks, which defines the strength of the bistable behavior, and
an be used to vary the behavior of the vertex between rigid and
lastic. Note that for the simulations L = 1, so the normalization
f ks with respect to L has the same value and therefore κ is
imensionless.
To determine the folding behavior of the 4-vertex and the

robability to find it in a certain state, we use Monte Carlo simu-
ations. Assuming an initial hinge length equal to L, we randomly
erturb the nodal positions around the flat state using a nor-
al distribution with a standard deviation of 0.2L (Supplemental
aterial: Simulations), which is approximately similar to an im-
erfect flattening of the vertex in experiments. Next, we release
he hinges and let the vertex relax to its local energy minimum
sing a Sequential Quadratic Programming algorithm (Supple-
ental Material: Simulations). We repeat this method Nsim =

000 times for a range of combinations of κ and Θ , and use a
wo-step clustering algorithm to identify the stable states (Sup-
lemental Material: Simulations). We find that the vertex deforms
nto 16 different stable states when starting from a nearly flat
tate. However, by considering symmetries we can reduce them
o four unique stable states (Fig. 2b), which we refer to as the Fold
F), the Dome (D), the Saddle (S) and the Miura-ori (M) state.

To demonstrate the existence of the stable states found in sim-
lations, we fabricate two prototypes of the double-symmetric
-vertex by combing four bistable hinges (Fig. 2d), where we
se lspr = 30mm and lspr = 18mm to obtain Θ ≈ 0.3π
nd Θ ≈ 0.6π , respectively. As a first experiment, we flattened
oth vertices on a surface, and quickly released them (Movie 1),
pproximating the initial conditions used in the simulations. The
esults are presented in Fig. 2d and marked with a triangle. We
bserved that after the release from the flat configuration the
ertex with Θ ≈ 0.3π always folds to the Fold state, while the
ertex with Θ ≈ 0.6π folds into the Miura-ori state. Note that
n this experiment the dynamic behavior of the vertex after the
elease dictates the folding path and the resulting stable state as
t snaps to the final deformation. For this reason, we decided to
erform a second experiment to further scan the existing stable
tates for each prototype. For this, we manually deformed the
ertices into the remaining three states (marked with a square
n Fig. 2d). We found that for Θ ≈ 0.3π the vertex is stable in all
onfigurations. In contrast, for Θ ≈ 0.6π the vertex always snaps
o the Miura-ori state, indicating that other states are unstable
nd the Miura-ori state is the only stable state for this particular
esign.
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of a double-symmetric 4-vertex with hinge angles θ1−4 and edges with linear spring stiffness ks and initial length L. (b) Relative appearance
f the four different stable states against the two control parameters Θ and κ . Examples of the deformed stable states and the corresponding hinge orientation

(0, + or -) are shown for the parameters indicated by the asterisk symbol. (c) Branches (solid lines) and sub-branches (dashed lines) that exists for the 4-vertex,
obtained by assuming a rigid origami description. When assuming an elastic origami description, the hinge angles tend to the circles (Θ = 0.25π ) or inverted
riangles (Θ = 0.75π ). (d) Experiments of two different prototypes of the vertices characterized by rest angles Θ ≈ 0.3π and Θ ≈ 0.6π . Triangles show results from
xperiments in which the vertex was flattened and released, while squares show experiments in which the vertex was manually deformed towards the potential
table state prior to release.
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Based purely on the observed stable states and the measure-
ents of the rest angle in Fig. 1d, we can qualitatively match our
rototypes with a vertex for which κ ≈ 10−1.5 in our simulations.
t is important to note that our simulations only capture partially
he observed behavior in experiments, and therefore this value of
only provides a rough comparison. Specifically, in experiments

ace bending will never be infinitely rigid, and face stretching
ffectively occurs mostly at the hinges as the hinges have a finite
ize [28]. In fact, these hinges still allow out-of-plane deformation
nd will buckle under compression, which are effects not cap-
ured in our model (Supplemental Material: Experiments). Such
ehavior could be captured by introducing additional springs to
odel the hinges [29].
Rigid and elastic vertex behavior.—We can divide the four sta-

le states we found in simulations and experiments into two
ategories, depending on the origin of the stability. In the first
ategory, the stable states originate from a rigid origami descrip-
ion. In this description, the double-symmetric 4-vertex has two
ain branches, and four sub-branches (Fig. 2c) [24]. Therefore,

his category comprehends the Fold and the Miura-ori state cor-
esponding to the main branches (solid) and the sub-branches
dashed), respectively (Fig. 2c). Note that we define the Miura-ori
tate as a state where one angle has opposite sign compared to
he other angles, and does not necessary imply the typical Miura-
ri design [7]. One characteristic of these states is that the elastic
nergy increases with an increase in κ (Supplemental Material:
ig. S8), since the faces do not deform and as such the stretch
nergy Es ≈ 0.
The second category comprises states that require face stretch-

ng. These states are the result of the elastic origami description
ombined with the torque resulting from the bistability. The
lasticity transforms the branches and sub-branches of the vertex
nto soft modes, such that deformation outside of the branches
s allowed. Since the bistability forces all the fold angles θ1−4
owards ±Θ (Eh ≈ 0), face stretching occurs. For example, when

= 0.25π (or 0.75π ) the fold angles of the vertex try to move
o the circular (or inverted triangular) markers in Fig. 2c, which
ie outside of the branches originating from a rigid origami de-
cription. The stable states corresponding to this category are the
ome, the Saddle and the Miura-ori states. They correspond to all
ossible sign combinations of the rest angles that do not require
ace crossing [30]. The energy of these states is characterized by
3

dependency on Θ (and not on κ) since their elastic energy is
ominated by the stretch energy E ≈ Es (Supplemental Material:
ig. S8). Note that the Miura-ori state belongs to both categories
ince it is related to both the rigid origami sub-branches, while
lso exhibiting considerable face deformations for a range of
arameters, making it dependent on both Θ and κ .
Analysis of vertex tessellations.—Having characterized the stable

tates and their origin for a 4-vertex, the next step is to tessellate
his vertex in a square lattice, effectively creating a mechanical
etamaterial [31]. By doing so, we can determine how the ver-

ices interact with each other in such a material and how this
ffects the overall folding behavior. We first focus on a square
attice that consists of 4 × 4 vertices (Fig. 3a), where we set

= 0.25π and κ = 10−1.5 according to approximated values
ased on the experiments of a single vertex. Starting from the
lat configuration, we perform the same Monte Carlo simulation
s for the single vertex.
To characterize the stable states of the material and to de-

ermine whether the folding behavior originates from a rigid or
lastic framework, we first analyze the state of each vertex in
he deformed material. We use the second step of the clustering
lgorithm previously employed (Supplemental Material: Simula-
ions), from which we get a 4 × 4 state matrix. Each entry of
his matrix represents one of the four potential stable states of
he vertex (Fig. 2b). Moreover, for each entry we also consider
he orientation of the stable state. Here, the Fold state has two
irections (| and −), the Dome and Saddle state are symmetric
n all directions, and the Miura-ori state has four directions (>,
, ∧ and ∨) as illustrated in Fig. 3b. Note that all states have a
ositive and negative orientation, depending to which side the
inge folds (either + or −), but to simplify the analysis we
onsider both to be symmetric. Interestingly, we find that the
table states of the material follow two different behaviors. Most
f the simulations result in a stable state whose state matrix
as a periodicity smaller than the total size of the metamaterial,
hile the other simulations present folding patterns with similar
eriodicities separated by boundaries (Fig. 3c).
To analyze and understand these results, we draw a similitude

f our multistable origami metamaterials to 2D atomic crystal
attices. We let each vertex of our metamaterial correspond to
n atom position and each stable vertex state to a different
ype of atom (Fig. 3b). The combination of these stable states
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Fig. 3. (a) Tessellation of a vertex (dashed red square) in a 4 × 4 lattice. Circles represent atom positions. (b) Possible stable states (atom types) and orientations
f a single vertex. (c) Results of Nsim = 1000 simulations of a metamaterial with κ = 10−1.5 and Θ = 0.25π . (d) Other observed monocrystalline materials found by
arying κ for two rest angles Θ = 0.25π and Θ = 0.75π . (e) Example of a twin boundary (AMt) and an interface between different crystal types (MFinter) observed
n pcAM crystals. (f) Experimental validation of two metamaterials characterized by rest angles Θ = 0.3π and Θ = 0.6π . Triangles show results from experiments
n which the material was flattened and released, while squares show experiments in which the material was manually deformed towards the stable state prior to
elease.
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n the specific vertex position can form periodic origami crys-
als with defined unit cells, just as a combination of atoms can
orm periodic crystals. Furthermore, as with atoms [32], these
rigami crystals can have defects. Specifically, only two kinds of
efects can occur: crystal boundaries between the same type of
rystals, and boundaries between dissimilar crystals. Other pos-
ible atomic defects involve the addition or subtraction of atoms,
hich for our metamaterials implies the addition or subtraction
f vertices and thus the change of the tessellation. Following the
erminology used in 2D atomic crystal lattices, if the metamaterial
as only one type of crystal with all unit cells oriented in the same
irection we call it monocrystalline (mc), whereas if there is any
ype of defect we call the material polycrystalline (pc) (Fig. 3c).

Potential stable states in the tessellations.—When applying this
lassification to our simulated metamaterial, we obtain one type
f crystal with a unit cell of 2 × 2 vertices (Fig. 3c), characterized
y a checkerboard pattern of Dome and Saddle states that we call
he Dome-Saddle (DS) crystal. In n/Nsim = 0.81 of the simula-
ions (with Nsim = 1000 the number of performed simulations),
e obtain a monocrystalline DS (mcDS) material, while in the
emaining simulations we obtain polycrystalline materials with
nly one type of boundary. This boundary is characterized by two
eighboring crystals that appear as mirrored images, thus we call
t a twin boundary (DSt).

We then perform more simulations using a range of param-
ters in the search for other types of crystals. We select two
est angles Θ = 0.25π and Θ = 0.75π that correspond ap-
roximately to the rest angles of the experiments, while we vary
. From these simulations, we identify two additional types of
rystals, which we refer to as the All-Fold (AF), and the All-Miura-
ri (AM) (Fig. 3d). These crystals have unit cell size equal to 1 × 1
nd 2 × 2 (due to the +/− symmetry), respectively. Note that
or the AM crystal we observe two types of crystal boundaries:
otational (AMr) with rotated crystals at the boundary and mirror
oundaries. We further identify two different mirror boundaries
hat result in a different folded shape, the twin (AMt) with lon-
itudinal mirrored crystals, and slip (AMs) with shifted crystals
Fig. 3e and Supplemental Material: Fig. S9). These correspond to
he three different arrangements that neighboring unit cells can
ave. Interestingly, the AF crystal does not show any defects in
ur simulations, which we correlate to the fact that the fold state
omes from the rigid origami description. Furthermore, we find
nterfaces between AM and DS crystal (MDinter), and AM and AF
4

rystals (MFinter), but not between DS and AF crystals (Fig. 3e and
upplemental Material: Fig. S9). These interfaces seem to only
ccur between crystals originating from the same description,
Dinter from the elastic origami, and MFinter from the rigid
rigami description.
From these results we observe that at κ = 10−1.5 the material

orms only DS crystals at low Θ and both AMmonocrystalline and
olycrystalline patterns at high Θ . To demonstrate the existence
f these crystals and crystal defects, we built a 4 × 4 material
ith vertices having low Θ ≈ 0.3π and high Θ ≈ 0.6π .
e first flattened the material and quickly released it (Movie
), similar to the experiments performed for the single vertex.
e find that the metamaterial with low Θ always folds to an
cAF material after the release from the flat configuration, while

he metamaterial with high Θ folds to either a mcAM or a
cAM with all possible defects (AMr, AMt, AMs, and MFinter) as
arked with a triangle in Fig. 3f. We next performed the second
xperiment where we deformed the material to specific states to
btain all possible stable states. For the low Θ metamaterial, we
dditionally obtained DS and AM crystals, both monocrystalline
nd polycrystalline with some defects (DSt, and AMt and MFinter,
espectively) as marked with a square in Fig. 3f. On the contrary,
or the high Θ material we did not obtain any additional crystal
r crystal defects.
Similar to the single vertex experiment, the simulations for

he metamaterials are a simplification of reality and therefore
o not necessarily demonstrate the exact folding behavior ob-
erved in experiments. However, all material crystals and crystal
efects are reached at both low and high Θ . These results match
ualitatively with our simulations, and even though we cannot
ake quantitative predictions for which a more detailed model
hould be used [29], we find enough resemblance between the
table states observed in experiments and simulations. Therefore,
e are confident that we get essential insights from the results
btained from simulations for which we can perform a larger
umber of studies, and explore a larger range of parameters or
nit cells.
Rigid to elastic transition.—Next, to determine how the strength

f the bistable hinges affects the behavior of the metamaterial, we
dentify all crystals and their defects of the previous parameter
tudy (Supplemental Material: Crystal characterization). In Fig. 4a
e show the percentage of simulations of the material with Θ =

.25π (n/N ) that are either monocrystalline or polycrystalline,
sim
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ndicated for each crystal type. For low values of κ we only
bserve mcAF crystals. However, when increasing κ , a sudden
ransition occurs to a different crystalline metamaterial. We find
hat the mcAF state transitions to a mcDS state at κ ≈ 10−2.5.
Interestingly, the transition happens at the same κ as in Fig. 2a
when the single vertex goes from the Fold state to the Dome
or Saddle state (for Θ = 0.25π ). We observe the same type
of transition for a material with Θ = 0.75π (Fig. 4b). Both
transitions are a clear indication of a transition from the rigid
origami behavior represented by the mcAF crystal to an elastic
origami behavior represented by either the DS crystal or AM
crystal.

Elastic to amorphous transition.—Additionally, when increasing
κ further, we notice that polycrystalline metamaterials start to
appear, and the amount of monocrystalline metamaterials de-
creases (Fig. 4a). We determine the average linear crystal size
present in a single metamaterial vcrys (Supplemental Material:
Crystal characterization). This crystal size shows how large the
side of an average crystal of a specific type is and is often used to
indicate the size of crystals. Here, it represents a characteristic
length-scale for the influence that a vertex has on its neigh-
bors [33]. In Fig. 4c we show the distribution of the average
crystal size in a metamaterial against κ for all the DS crystals
with Θ = 0.25π . Note that the thickness of the vertical lines in
this graph shows the probability density of 100 simulations that
we performed for each κ . We see that the average crystal size
decreases when κ increases, even reaching zero for some cases at
κ > 10−0.4. This means that the stable state of this metamaterial
characterized by vcrys = 0 has no clearly defined crystal domains,
and is only composed of defects (Fig. 4c). Following the analogy
of 2D atomic crystal lattices, we find that the deformed state of
the metamaterial is amorphous.

When repeating the same simulations for a larger metamate-
rial consisting of 8 × 8 vertices (Fig. 4d), we still observe this
decrease in the crystal size with κ . However, we do not yet
observe a metamaterial with vcrys = 0. The smallest crystal size
we obtain is vcrys = 2, where the metamaterial consists only of
unit cells that are separated by defects (Fig. 4d). Here it should
be noted that the observed stable state in this example does
not appear to be completely random, and is characterized by 2
regions of the same 4 × 4 periodicity, separated by a line of
defects. We thus observe the importance of the material size,
and more specifically, the effect that edges have on the stability
and folding behavior of the crystal domains. On the one hand,
for smaller sizes of the metamaterial, the edges dominate the
behavior since they relax the face deformation of defects, and
thus allow for more possible stable states. On the other hand, for
a larger metamaterial the bulk behavior dominates and the face
deformation is restricted by the neighbor vertices. Note that the
same observations can be made for metamaterials with higher
Θ = 0.75π (Supplemental Material: Fig. S10).

Importantly, these results indicate a change in behavior upon
an increase of κ , from elastic origami with well defined crystals
to an amorphous material with non-defined deformations. In
contrast to the sudden transition from rigid origami to elastic
origami observed for lower κ , the transition to an amorphous
material appears to be continuous, and depends on the material
size (Supplemental Material: Fig. S11).

Outlook.—In this work we show the rich behavior that appears
in origami-inspired metamaterials when using bistable hinges. By
applying methods that are often used to analyze defects in atomic
crystal lattices, we are able to determine the most important
parameters that affect the metamaterial’s behavior, and identify
three main regimes. (i) For weak bistability, hinge folding domi-
nates face stretching and the metamaterial behaves according to a

rigid description. (ii) Upon strengthening the bistability, a sudden

5

Fig. 4. (a) Percentage of simulations (n/Nsim) for which the stable state is
either monocrystalline or polycrystalline, indicated for each crystal type with
(a) Θ = 0.25π and with (b) Θ = 0.75π . Distribution of crystal size (vcrys)
against κ for (c) a 4 × 4 and (d) a 8 × 8 material. The black dots represent
the mean of the distribution. Examples (asterisk) of stable state with the lowest
vcrys .

transition occurs to periodic stable states that depend on face de-
formations, and that are the result of the elastic description. (iii)
Strengthening the bistability further introduces defects, creating
domain boundaries between several stable regions with decreas-
ing crystal size, and leading to the point where the metamaterial’s
behavior becomes completely amorphous. These transitions are
independent of metamaterial size, however edge effects can affect
them at smaller sizes.

While we significantly simplified the allowed deformations in
our models and only consider one lattice, we expect these transi-
tions to occur in most origami-inspired metamaterials and even
other foldable systems where elasticity, geometry and pres-stress
(actuation) interact. Note that higher values of κ are not typically
considered in engineering systems today, but we think that they
can be achieved with new origami fabrication techniques using
more responsive material such as liquid crystal elastomer [34],
3D printed hydrogel [35], inflatable soft robotic sheets [36], or
by harnessing unstable behavior such as buckling [37]. There-
fore, the identification of these three regions is important to
determine how to control the folding behavior. While in case of
rigid origami, a global stimulus could guide the folding behav-
ior of the sheets, in case of elastic origami the stimulus needs
to be distributed according to a length-scale governed by the
characteristic crystal size. With these considerations one can
place constraints on multistable metamaterial designs and their
engineering realization at various length-scales.
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